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President
from the

I have a lot of things to write and share with all of you but am confused, where
to start! Although there are many milestones, I would limit to the three pathbreaking initiatives of FSAI...
First one is Fire & Security India Expo (FSIE), organised between 23-25
February 2017 at IEML - Greater Noida, under the umbrella of Build Fair
Alliance. Despite a lot of apprehensions, this first edition itself was, a grand
show! It had all major industry players for demonstration & display of their
new products & technologies on one hand whereas, who’s who of fire &
security sector from within and outside India were present for knowledge
sharing. I am happy to share with you that I have personally received a positive
feedback from all the stakeholders - exhibitors, domain-experts and visitors.
Second one is the Finest India Skill and Talent (FIST) awards, constituted
by FSAI as a first of its kind initiative. These awards, I must share with you,
created a lot of excitement and eagerness amongst the fraternity. The Jury,
headed by none other than retired Deputy Chief of Army, Lt. General N.
M. Malik had a really tough time to decide the winners from the many
nominations which were received for the awards.
Let me admit, the Third milestone was a surprise, even for me!! Yes, I am
referring to the Life Safety Marathon (LSM) organised on 5thMarch 2017 at
Pune. It started as a small initiative and although Pune team was enthusiastically
blowing their trumpet, frankly it was perhaps lost in glamour and glitz of FSIE
& FIST. But I must admire the patience and meticulous planning of the Pune
Team, which silently worked for success of the LSM and Bingo, it turned out
to be an unbelievably grand show with 3,000 participants! When I reached
at the ground at 5.45 am on the D Day, I could not believe my own eyes!!
There was a huge crowd of runners from all ages and the mood was of utmost
festivity with balloons, music and lot of positive energy! I was amazed to see
the profile of the participants - I could see Municipal Commissioner of Pune
- Mr Kunal Kumar; IGP Vigilance - Mr. Krishnaprakash, State Information
Commissioner - Mr. Ravindra Singh Jadhav, Fire Advisor GoI - Mr. D K
Shami; Maharashtra Fires Service Director - Mr Prabhat Rahangdale; senior
IT professionals; citizens of Pune and surrounding areas and fire department
officials from Maharashtra, Assam, Tamilnadu and Goa.
Well, these three initiatives have made the FSAI, a tall organisation. While
writing this and looking back, I feel so much contended. But let me admit,
it is not me, who has done all these wonders and I am scared that if I start
writing the acknowledgements or thanksgiving, this entire page may not be
sufficient and hence, am restraining myself. But let me say that entire credit
for all the glory goes to the FSAI members, all the CWCs, FSAI back office
team and of course, the Team NM.
We are glad to put on records that FSAI Membership is growing fast with
membership now touching 4000 with 20th destination as Nasik. In last two
months we have launched Sub Chapters at Bhopal, Amaravathi, Chandigarh,
Central Gujarat (Vadodara) & Nasik.
While concluding, let me only say that ‘I feel fortunate to be a part of FSAI
and am amidst people, who are concerned and committed for the safety and
security of our countrymen’! Jai Hind!!

PANKAJ DHARKAR

National President – FSAI

March-April 2017
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I am delighted to connect with all of you, the movers &
shakers of the Indian fire safety and security industry, through
my first communication as Chief Editor of FSAI Journal.
Well, if we look at the pace of growing urbanisation and also
the growing number of vertical habitats across the country,
I have no doubt whatsoever that fire safety, security &
surveillance and Integrated Building Management Systems
are going to gain more and more significance in the built
environment, in the times to come. At the same time, I have
no doubt that members of FSAI are committed and equipped
to take up this challenge of creating safe and secure built
environment, across the country.
FSAI is also working continuously to reach out and spread its
wings so that the message for the need of safety and security
becomes loud and clear. FSAI is launching new chapters and
adding more members. Our dynamic National President –
Mr. Pankaj Dharkar is committed to have 40 chapters and
10,000 members by March 2018! While on spreading the
FSAI wings, let me place on record that FSAI organised 105
programmes at various levels in last one year, which means, on
an average one programme, every third day!!
I feel humbled that FSAI has entrusted the responsibility of
FSAI Journal to me and my team members of the Editorial
Board and we are committed to make this Journal, a very
interactive knowledge-sharing platform. I am fortunate
to have some of the most enlightened professionals on EB
to achieve, what we are dreaming of. However, we all at
the Editorial Board are keen that this magazine becomes a
dialogue, rather than a monologue! Because, then and then
only, this magazine will become a platform for idea-exchange!
Through my first communication, I invite you all to please
write to me on what you are looking for in the pages of the
Journal and how each one of you can come forward and help
us in dissemination of information on new products and
technologies in the field of fire safety, security and IBMS.
We have tried to focus on the recently published National
Building Code - 2016 and highlight some of the new
provisions of NBC for the benefit of your knowledge. I am
thankful to Shri S K Dheri for sparing his valuable time for
penning down his thoughts on the Codes. While this is a
sort of opening dialogue, we have planned to continue with
a column on NBC in every issue, since there are many new
provisions which need explicit explanation.
So, I look forward to hear from you all, with your valuable
feedback so that, we keep on improving the content quality of
Journal, as a continuous process.
Best wishes,

Sandeep Goel
Chief Editor
editor@fsai.in
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National Building
Code (NBC)
and the subsequent
revisions
- by S. K. Dheri

Infrastructural development
of India and its journey of
learning through various
phases of development
has remarkable feature of
continuous improvement.
After independence, 19th
century was really challenging
period for architecture and
building construction in
India. During this phase,
numbers of infrastructure
development projects were
under construction and many

iconic buildings were made.
The Planning Commission
of India recognized the
need of National Building
Code and to unify the
building regulations across
the country. The Indian
Standards Institution (now
Bureau of Indian Standards)
was assigned by the Planning
Commission for this task and
a guiding committee for the
preparation of the Code was
setup by the Civil Engineering
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Division of Council of the
Indian Standards Institution
in 1967. This Committee
had 18 specialist panels to
prepare the various parts of
the Code. Architects, town
planners, materials experts,
civil engineers, electrical and
air conditioning engineers
from various central and state
governments, local bodies,
professional institutions and
private agencies were part of
these expert panels.
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Based on inputs and discussion
by the panel of experts, a
document having provisions for
general building requirements
and development control rules,
construction design and building
materials, fire and life safety,
construction practice and safety,
building services - electrical, HVAC,
lifts and plumbing services was
prepared. Consequently, the first
version of the National Building
Code was formulated and published
in 1970. National Building Code
proved to be a guiding document
and helping tool for designing
and providing various facilities
like – electrical, air conditioning,
plumbing and fire and life safety
arrangements in buildings.
After thirteen years of release of first
version of NBC, it was realized that
new technology and practices for
high-rise structures were invented.
The Indian Standards Institution
(now Bureau of Indian Standards)
again took a call and revised NBC
to update it and to match with
latest standards and technology.
Subsequently, NBC went under
major revisions later on and these
revisions are as following •
•
•
•
•

NBC – 1983
NBC Part IV revised 1997
NBC – 2005
AMENDMENT NO. 2
NBC – 2016

Need for current revision:
As we have witnessed drastic
changes in the construction of
occupancies, earlier 15mtr. height
was a challenge for us, but nowadays,
we are touching new heights
in terms of high-rise building
structures in India. Reason being
countryside population of India
started moving to nearby cities in
search of better facilities, education
and employment opportunities. This

led to shortage of living and working
space. As a result of this multistorey residential and commercial
buildings became popular. Over
a period of time, the nature and
use of various occupancies have
changed drastically. New types and
use of occupancies were introduced
like multi-level car parking, large
hospital occupancies, mixed
occupancies, multiple occupancies,
modern cooking facilities and
atrium spaces. Social and economic
growth built a platform for better
living standards, shopping malls
and luxury apartments culture.
So it became the demand of
changing scenario that parameters
which decides the minimum
requirements for fire protection
and fire prevention of a building
need to be in line with the current
development. And this is a prime
reason why NBC undergoes so
many revisions with continuous
improvement approach.
Hospital Fires in recent past
made the base for major focus
on Hospital Occupancy during
Revision of Code:

NBC has proved
to be a guiding
document and
helping tool
for designing
and providing
various facilities
like - electrical,
air conditioning,
plumbing and
fire & life safety
arrangements in
buildings

We have witnessed some eye
opening hospital fire incidents
in recent past which strongly
highlighted the deficiencies in
preparedness, emergency response
and evacuation procedures to be
followed in case of hospital fire. Case
studies and incident investigation
revealed the failures of mechanical
ventilation system, smoke and fire
compartmentation, leading to big
disasters.
These gaps were identified
broadly and taken care of during
revision of NBC. The incidents
worked as alarming bell for us
and while revising NBC part 4,
we have put more thrust on fire
protection measures adopted
in hospitals, arrangement of
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exits, evacuation strategy,
compartmentation and width of
critical areas exit etc. Following
are some insights of upgradation
incorporated with respect to
hospital occupancies –
• Each compartment shall be able
to accommodate, in addition
to its own, the patients from
adjoining compartment also
considering 3.5m² per person.
If patients are not bedridden, a
factor of 0.6m² is recommended.
• All critical patients and those
incapable of self-preservation
and having physical impairment
shall be housed within 30M
height.
• Other types of patients and
occupancies incidental to the
hospitals such as consultation
rooms, nurse’s stations, medical
shops, canteens etc. shall be
housed at heights beyond 30M
but not more than 45M.
• Operation theatres, delivery
rooms, intensive care units,
recovery rooms etc. that
occupied patients, lacking
self-preservation in case of
emergencies shall be fire/smoke
separated (120 min minimum
rating) from all the adjoining
areas.
• Aisles, corridors, ramps etc.
through which patients are
moved, shall have a minimum
unobstructed width of 2.4M
throughout. Aisles, corridors,
and ramps in other areas not
intended for the housing,
treatment, or use of in-patients
shall be not less than 1.5M in
clear unobstructed width.
• All exits from hospital or
infirmary sections shall be not
less than 2.0m in width.

• Minimum width of door of
single or double occupancy
patient room shall be 1.25m
while for the ward for 3 to 5
patient bed shall be 1.5m to
permit patient movement. The
minimum width of door for
wards with more than 5 patient
beds and for area necessarily
requiring patient evacuation on
bed (such as ICU, recovery units,
delivery rooms, etc.) shall have
door width of 2.0m. This may
be reduced to 1.5m if two such
doors are provided.
• Any sleeping accommodation
or suite exceeding 100M2 in
area shall have at least two exit
access doors leading to the escape
routes or corridors etc.
• Rooms designated for laboratory
and the like shall not exceed
100M2 in area and if additional
space is required, fire separation
of 120 min shall be provided.
• A stretcher lift in the lift bank
shall also act as fireman’s lift
meeting the requirements of Part
8 ‘Building Services’ Section 5.
Revision Highlights:
As we all know that the provisions
specified in NBC Part 4 have been
divided into the following three
broad clauses:
• Fire Prevention
• Life Safety
• Fire Protection
We have taken up all three aspects
to upgrade the standards and here
is the brief insight of revisions with
regard to these three aspects.
Fire Prevention
Not only in hospitals but in every
occupancy, the structural stability
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and resistance of a structure
towards spreading of fire, ignition
products and smoke plays a vital
role during fire incidents and fire
fighters are very well aware about its
importance. In the latest update of
NBC part 4, we tried to capture the
compartmentation and resistance
rating of structures, various shafts
and inspection doors as well as exit
corridors and doors. The prime
objective was to increase the time
for fire and smoke to spread in a
building involved in fire and make it
tenable for more time for occupants
entrapped inside. But it should
also be noted that on activation
of fire alarm system, evacuation
to a place of comparative safety is
suggested in the code. To achieve the
above mentioned prime motive of
structural stability and resistance, the
collaborative efforts are given below:
• Fire resistance rating of
structural and non - structural
elements updated
• Fire resistance rating for service
shafts and duct openings
for various building services
defined. Inspection door in
these shaft and ducts should
have fire resistant rating equal
to respective shaft and duct fire
resistance rating.
• Facade protection and openable
window in façade considering
fire protection and smoke
exhaust aspects.
• Improved compartmentation
criteria in different occupancies,
fire separating walls and fire
separating floor partitions are
described in detail.
• Provision for fire / smoke
dampers more elaborated and
requirement widely cover the
following:
• At the fire separation wall
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• Where ducts / passages enter the
vertical shaft
• Where the duct pass through
floors
• At the inlet of supply air duct
and the return air duct of each
compartment on every floor

• The external stair width
increased to 1500mm earlier it
was 1250mm.

Life Safety

• The doors and assembly shall
be certified with all prescribed
hardware such as hinges, locks,
panic bars, door closer, and door
viewers.

Apart from the structural stability
and resistance of a structure, Exit
arrangements are of equal importance
for occupant safety. The importance
of exits and exit arrangements are
justified in the revision and presented
to the user of code with more clarity,
better understanding on various
aspects of exit arrangement and a
number of sketches introduced to
achieve the purpose. Collectively we
can sum up the revision of life safety
provisions as following • To calculate the number of
exits required in a building,
the capacity factor (width per
person) for different occupancies
introduced.
• Sketches and figures for better
understanding of various aspects
of means of egress, corridors,
passageways, stairways and exits
introduced.
• Conditions to fulfill for
providing access control doors,
electromagnetic doors, revolving
doors and turnstiles.
• Provision of handrails on both
side of stairs and ramp required
if width exceeds 1500mm.
• The number of risers shall be
limited to 12 per flight. Earlier it
was 15 per flight.
• The internal stair width for
residential A1, A2 and A4
category increased to 1250mm
earlier it was 1000mm.

• Each fire rated door will have
marking on the product of its
certification.

• Updated staircase pressurisation
requirements and pressurisation
(Smoke control of Exits) for
lobbies and corridors.
• Smoke exhaust and
pressurization of area above
ground floor.
• Smoke exhaust and
pressurization of area below
ground floor.
• Requirement of smoke exhaust
system having make up air and
exhaust air system for theatres
and atrium.
• The smoke exhaust fan in the
mechanical ventilation system
shall be fire rated that is 2500C
for 120 min.

With respect to
life safety, the
importance of
exits and exit
arrangements
are justified
in the revision
and presented
with more
clarity, better
understanding
and a number
of sketches
introduced to
achieve the
purpose

• Provision of smoke barrier and
sprinklers around the opening
for escalators.
• Requirement of display for
occupancy load for assembly
occupancy and call centers has
been included.
• Refuge area specification
for super high-rise residential,
assembly occupancies and
additional area consideration
while calculating refuge
area to accommodate
wheelchair.
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Fire Protection
Table 7 which was table 23 earlier
is a ready reckoner for minimum
requirements of firefighting
installations in various occupancies.
Table 7 is first of its kind and you
will not find table of this kind
anywhere else which gives you ready
references with regard to the fire
protection of different occupancies.
Addition of occupancy
requirements
As spelled out earlier, one reason
behind the revision of code was
introduction of new type and nature
of occupancies. In this context
the fire & life safety requirements
for type of nature and use of
occupancies were included in the
code for the first time. These briefly
include • Multilevel car parking
• Atrium
• Commercial kitchens & cooking
places
• Metro rail stations
• Metro train ways
Fire protection and smoke
extraction provisions for atrium are
more clear now and given under the
annexure F in the revised code. The
fire safety provisions for commercial
kitchens are clubbed up in annexure
G which includes fire separation, fire
protection of cooking equipment,
fume hood and ducts and smoke
extraction systems. The widespread
use of different type of car parking,
for example – Open multilevel car
parking, stilt parking, mechanical
and computerized automatic car

parking and enclosed car park
facilities are considered very well.
The fire safety provisions and other
requirements for these occupancies
are described in annexure H.
Metro Rail transportation, which
was earlier limited to Delhi and
Kolkata only, now extending their
arms across the country. Considering
the fact that metro rail is going
to be one of the popular means
of transportation, the fire and life
safety requirements for metro
stations as well as metro railways are
included in the code as in annexure J
and K respectively.
Third Party Audit
It is a harsh reality that some
builders still consider NBC
provisions as liability. But as a matter
of fact, National Building Code is
a key guide for designing fire and
life safety features of a complex.
It is necessary to have a fire NOC
before applying for Occupancy /
Completion Certificates in most of
the states of India. Unfortunately,
fire safety arrangements are taken as
obligations for getting Fire NOC
to enable business to run. At the
time of Fire Officer Inspection, fire
safety arrangement can be seen well
maintained but nobody bothers
about them after getting fire NOC.
To counter these challenges upto
some extent, the concept of third
party audit once in two years by a
competent agency is introduced.
The motive is to spread the message
that getting a fire NOC does not
mean that you got a license to kill.
The availability and functionality
of fire safety provisions round the

clock and throughout the year are
essential. Third party audit agencies
can provide detailed reports on
status of fire protection system
and other shortcomings identified
during audits. The competency and
experience of third party agency
should be given importance while
shortlisting for conducting fire and
life safety audits. These agencies
can be identified by the local fire
authorities considering the expertise
and experience in relevant field.
Conclusion
The whole effort made by the
committee for revision of code
cannot be explained with few
words but I tried to summarize the
work done with regard to various
aspects of fire and life safety. As
a fire fighter, our prime duty is to
save the life and property. To help
fire safety personnel to achieve this
prime objective, we tried to raise
the benchmark and improved the
provisions of NBC. The objective of
this revision was to make sure that
the document cover wider range of
fire safety provisions, looks practical
in context with current scenario and
easy to implement.
Also I want to make it clear that we
believe in continuous improvement.
The excellence in fire safety
standards is not a destination; it’s a
journey of continuous improvement.
So the discussion on various aspects
of fire and life safety provisions and
areas of opportunities must continue
in larger forums. Realistic feedbacks
and suggestions with regard to any
opportunity of improvement in this
code are most welcome.

Mr. S.K.Dheri has served in the Fire Services for over 57 years holding important positions like Chief Fire Officer, Himachal Pradesh Fire
Services; Chief Fire Officer, Delhi Fire Services and Director (Fire Safety )in Jaypee Group comprising hydro power project, hotel industry,
cement business etc. Presently working as Group Head (Fire Safety), DLF Limited looking after fire safety of the entire group pan india. Set up
3 fire stations for DLF Cyber City, Gurgaon, DLF Phase-V, Gurgaon & DLF IT Park, Chennai with ultra advance hydraulic platform of 90
mtr. first time in India. He has been Former President of Institution of Fire Engineers (India); worked as Director of International Fire Chiefs’
Association of Asia from 1984 to 2001; Chairman, National Building Code Part-IV of Bureau of Indian Standards; Member of High Level
Committee, Godhra as Fire Expert appointed by Government of India & worked as an expert with CBI for investigation of Mandi Dabwali
fire accident. He is also ouncil & Honorary Member of Commonwealth & Overseas Fire Services Association, U.K.
skdheri@hotmail.com
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NBC 2016
- An Overview
- by Sandeep Goel

The National Building Code
of India was first published in
1970 at the instance of Planning
Commission and then first revised
in 1983. Thereafter three major
amendments were issued to the 1983
version, two in 1987 and the third
in 1997. The second revision of the
Code was in 2005, to which two
amendments were issued in 2015.
Further to which, National Building
Code of India 2016 was released on
15th March 2017; it is in 2 volumes.
The comprehensive NBC 2016
contains 13 parts, some of which
are further divided into sections,
making a total of 33 chapters. The
NBC, although Voluntary Code,
the Part 4 in specific is adopted by
majority of states and authorities
as a Compliance Code under their
respective building bye-laws, fire acts
and rules.

The Part 4 of the Code is
comprehensive and has respective
sections towards requirements of
meeting Fire and Life Safety aspects
in design, planning, installation and
maintenance.
NBC Part 4, 2005 was 88 pages text
and with 4 pages of Amendment
in 2015 i.e. 92 page text; 6
figures/ diagrams; 3 pages detailed
terminology is now superseded by
NBC Part 4, 2016 having 116 page
text; 16 figures/ diagrams; 6 pages
detailed terminology.

•

•
•

The collaborative objective and
aspiration towards the revision of
NBC 2016 was to have:
• Code to be more adaptive and
viable to get implemented onground and on-site;
• Address anomalies and minimize
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•

interpretational aspects of
requirements;
Modern and aligned to
terminology used in global
fraternity with standardization
of language and clarity of
interrelationship of various
aspects pertaining to fire
prevention, life safety, smoke
mitigation, fire protection
(including fire fighting and
fire detection) and special
requirements of occupancies;
Inclusion of sketches for better
clarity;
Electrical distribution and
resilience, vertical transportation
and aligned approach to
new Codes and Standards as
published further to 2005;
Introduction to performance
based design – A step towards
new systems and technologies to
be accepted.
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While new additional terms,
enriched text and clarity in
terminology was ensured to be
detailed in the Code, the following
sections were refined with specific
inclusion to text and clauses, to
bring distinct yet collaborative
approach to meet the requirements
of fire and life safety.
Fire Prevention:
• Occupancy, fire zones, type of
construction (table 1); general
requirements of all occupancies,
electrical installation –
emergency power for fire and
life safety systems; substations;
lightning protection; escape
lighting and exit signage; HVAC
& smoke control, glazing;
surface interior finishes; fire
command centre.
Life Safety:
• General exit, occupant load;
declaration of occupant
load, egress components,
smoke control of exits,
compartmentation, smoke
control of above and below
ground, gas supply, hazardous
areas, fire detection, fire drill
Fire Protection:
• Fire protection and fire fighting
system table 7, storage tanks and
pump house, sprinkler systems
and especial systems.
Additional Occupancy wise
Requirements:
• For respective occupancies.
Detailed Annexures from
Annexure A to Annex M.
Code with Modern, Open,
Collaborative and Comprehensive
Approach:
In the Fire Prevention Section, the

code tending towards performance
based aspect allows the fire
resistance rating for the structural
and non-structural elements based
on guidelines as per approved and
accepted standards which provides
the opportunity for structural
engineers to consider and implement
performance based (aligned to
approved and accepted standards)
design to yield and derive the
proposed structural element/ section
to meet the fire resistance rating
requirement.
The electrical supplies towards
critical aspects of emergency
power for fire and life safety
systems is well detailed and is
addressed for respective systems
requirement such power supply
with clarity towards power supply
to the panel/distribution board of
the fire and life safety systems to
be through fire proof enclosures or
circuit integrity cables or through
alternate route in the adjoining fire
compartment to ensure supply of
power is reliable to these systems
and equipment. It is detailed that
the cabling from the adjoining fire
compartment is protected within
the compartment of vulnerability
and requiring location of the
panel/ distribution board feeding
the fire and life safety system shall
be in fire safe zone ensuring supply
of power to these systems. The
high side equipment electrical
safety is well detailed. The aspects
of emergency and exit lighting
is also made comprehensive and
aligned to requirement of large
and public assembly occupancies.

Part 4 of the
Code is
comprehensive
and has respective
sections towards
requirements
of meeting fire
and life safety
aspects in design,
planning,
installation
and
maintenance

Some of the key aspects of HVAC
System and Smoke Control and
mitigation are detailed under the fire
prevention section which also gives
a comprehensive approach towards
compartmentation and spread of fire
and smoke.
In the Life Safety Section, the
components of means of egress
FSAI JOURNAL | MARCH-APRIL 2017 | 21
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have been comprehensively detailed
towards the travel of the occupant
through the exit access and then
through the exit (descending or
routed through protected exit
passageway or through large lobby)
to the exit discharge.

beyond the design occupant load
and all the operational guidelines
(many a times staircases are noted
to be kept with doorheld open
position by having a small stoppiece
inserted at the frame/ shutter of
the door or a fire extinguisher or a

Exit should provide safety to the entering fire fighter
and for safe egress of the building occupants

In a simple example of leading
towards excellence in meeting the
safety, is by planning the safety
requirements of “exits” being met.
The location of staircases with
respect to travel distance, the
adequacy of the width of the exits
(staircases) to meet the occupancy
load requirements are aspects of
Architectural Planning. The effective
material of construction to maintain
the integrity of the staircase is met
by the Structural Consultant design
intent and proposal. The aspect of
keeping the staircase smoke free by
adopting pressurization techniques is
met by the MEP consultants design
proposal while the choice of the
interior finishes to restrict the flame
spread limiting criteria is met by the
interior designer inputs to design
team. With collaborative approach
of the stakeholders in the planning
and construction/execution, the
proposed safety aspects are aspired
to be met. In the actual operations,
the operators must ensure the actual
occupant load does not increase

brick kept on floor to keep the door
help open) are met with regular
drills conducted towards occupant
awareness. The Code details the
design intent and moreover,
requirements of guidelines for fire
drill and evacuation procedures are
well updated in the Code. The Code
also details the assembly occupancies
and call centers shall be required
to display, limiting occupant load
details positioned in a conspicuous
place near the entrance of each
of such respective occupancy to
avoid possible overcrowding and
overloading. The display shall
preferably be engraved on a metal
plate with defined script of letters,
with details of occupancy, area and
occupancy load.
While the erstwhile Code of 2005,
detailed “all landings of floor
shall have floor indicating boards
prominently indicating the number
of floor as per bye-laws. The floor
indication board shall be placed
on the wall immediately facing the
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flight of stairs and nearest to the
landing. It shall be of size not less
than 0.5 m x 0.5 m. Individual floors
shall be prominently indicated on
the wall facing the staircases”; the
NBC 2016 included the sketch
under figure 9 on the requirement
to ensure better clarity towards the
requirements.
Smoke Control, Mitigation and
Venting is detailed specific towards
Exits and for Exit Access. The
approach is towards the differential
pressure requirements in pascals
with limiting smoke ingress in
exits is detailed towards respective
types of exits and interrelationship
towards building heights. The
High Rise Section of the Code
also introduced the aspect of door
opening force as a way forward
beyond conventional pressure
differential requirements. The
smoke venting requirement for
areas above and below ground
are detailed while the section
on Atrium also detailed towards
prescriptive and performance based
smoke venting requirements with
approach of limiting velocity of
makeup air.
The approach of compartmentation
with aspect of pass door and fire
barrier provides design approach
to meet the safety requirements
along with viable aspects of practical
installations on-site. While designers
should bear this in mind, that the
Code provides practical installations
on-site, the approach has to be
sincere to meet the requirements
of compartments as defined in
the Code with integrity of 2 h fire
rating.
The Fire Protection Section
details revised table on minimum
requirements of fire fighting
installation with requirements of
pressure limiting aspects on hydrant
and sprinklers. The signaling and
pad lock arrangement on the
valves is included in the Code.

COVER STORY

The refuges
detailed out
in the New
Annexures are
elaborate and
safety provisions
also well
worked out
Door on ‘Hold Open’ position in the compartment

The static water storage and pump
house requirements are updated
with fire fighter requirements of
access to pump room and other
requirements of protection systems.
The Automatic Sprinkler System
in comprehensive approach well
details the design requirements.
Further the High Rise Section of
the Code states the requirements
of alternate/ standby Sprinkler
Riser for 60 M and 120 M
buildings of respective commercial
and residential occupancy to
provide higher resilience and
safe operations approach to the
sprinkler mains.
The Additional Occupancy wise
Requirements, have been made
quite structured following the basic
format of the Code wherein the
approach for respective requirements
were detailed. Detailed requirements
of institutional occupancy and
progressive evacuation strategies
are included to ensure safety to the
inmates and occupants.

Connectivity of refuge to Exit

While New Annexures were
included in the NBC 2016, Part 4,
it was noted the prudent aspect of
having fire fighting shaft planned
for such buildings providing safe
and reliable access to the fire fighters
and aid in safe egress/ evacuation of
the occupants to the exit discharge.
The refuges are detailed and safety
provisions are also detailed for the
safety of the staging requirement.
The Annexure on commercial
kitchen, car parking facilities

and metro stating highlights new
requirements for such types of areas/
occupancies in the project.
Provision of fire and life safety
system are not at all difficult to
provide and we need to be cautious
towards the integrated approach in
design, planning and maintenance
of facility and contribute towards
growing occupant awareness to meet
the safety practices as part and parcel
of our daily life and lifestyle.

Mr. Sandeep Goel has over 20 years of Building Services Consulting experience and has worked as a Design Engineer with successfully designed
systems for numerous projects. Mr. Goel has been closely involved in the design, coordination and innovation of MEP design services of over
100 projects which include hotels, hospitals, offices, IT complexes, residential projects, plotted development with prestigious projects with
varied challenges of tall buildings, mixed use, retrofit projects and meeting LEED compliance aspects. Mr. Goel is Member CSI USA, CIBSE
UK, ASHRAE USA, NFPA USA, ASPE USA and is part of US Green Building Council. Mr. Goel, a Civil Engineer by qualification, has been
recognized in USA’s – ‘Marquis Who’s Who in the World’ in 2010 edition of their publication. He has broadcasted Webinars, presented white
papers and lectures in over 80 conferences and workshops on subjects related to Energy, Fire Safety, Smoke Management, Building Services in
tall buildings/ hotels and healthcare, Thermal Storage, Waste to Energy, Water Conservation, Approach to Value Engineering, LEED Credits
and other topics.
sandeep.goel@proion.net
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FIRST AMONGST EQUAL
Report by Mr. Kamal Khokhani, Publisher - FSAI Journal

A joint initiative of the Fire & Security Association of India (FSAI) and
NurembergMesse India, Fire & Security India Expo (FSIE) has been the first ever
event to be held on such a large platform in the fire and security industry of India, at
Greater Noida between 23-25 February 2017. As a member of Build Fair Alliance
(BFA), FSIE brought together architects, fire officials, MEP consultants, builders,
developers etc. and provided a platform for debating and exchanging ideas on
current scenario of fire safety and security in different industries, and a wide range
of products and solutions with innovative technologies exhibited at various stalls.
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INAUGURATION CEREMONY

FSIE 2017 was inaugurated by Prakash Mishra. Seen in the picture (L to R) Pankaj Dharkar, Neeraj Sehgal and Vikas Saxena

FSIE 2017 was inaugurated by Chief Guest Mr. Prakash
Mishra, Director General – Fire, Civil Defence Guard,
Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt. of India. Other eminent
dignitaries included Mr. N R Markandya , Director Fire
& Emergency Fire Service, Mr. P S Rahangdale, Director
Maharashtra Fire Service, Mr. Ashok Menon, Director
Goa Fire & Emergency Services, Mr. Uwe Kirchner,
President, Fire and Rescue, IDEX, Mr. Manoj Shenoy,
Business Line Director IDEX, Mr. Peter Ottmann,
CEO NuernbergMesse Group, Mr. Ashish Dhakan,
COO Prama HikVision India, Mr. Ashish Rakheja, MD,
AEON Integrated Building Design Consultants, New
Delhi, besides Mr. Pankaj Dharkar, National President
FSAI, Mr. Ajit Raghavan, General Secretary FSAI and
Mr. Rakesh Arora, Chairman FSIE.
In his Inaugural Address, Mr. Pankaj Dharkar spoke
about making FSIE as a strong platform, consisting of
3Ds – Display, Demonstration and Dialogue. He said,
“The FSAI is all set to address these three Ds, by way
of product display at exhibition; live demonstration of
new technologies and a dialogue amongst national and
international players at the concurrent symposiums!”
In his Keynote Address, Mr. Uwe Kirchner, President,
IDEX Fire and Rescue, talked about the significant
development in India over the years. He reiterated
the need for continual reforms, along with spreading
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awareness and employing innovative strategies with a
singular purpose to save lives.
Mr. Prashant Mishra expressed his views on the
importance of discussions over fire security and
solutions in India. He also spoke about the need for rigid
certification process, strong fire fighting equipments,
greater workforce and civil defense organizations to train
people in basic fire fighting.
Mr. P. S. Rahangdale added that the expertise lies in
the back plan to provide emergency response, through
manpower, technical support and mitigation.
This was followed by the Lighting of the Lamp Ceremony
by dignitaries on dais, and unveiling of the Special Issue
of FSAI Journal, an informative tool, giving insight into
various topics covering fire, security and surveillance by
experts in their respective domains.
Mr. Ajit Raghavan gave Vote of Thanks and concluded
the Inaugural Ceremony.
Then after, the show opened doors for presentations,
panel discussions and technical sessions that served as
knowledge sharing platform, suggesting pioneer solutions
and invaluable insights by eminent industry experts on
various fire safety and security topics.
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The FSAI is all set to
address these three
Ds, by way of product
display at exhibition; live
demonstration of new
technologies and a dialogue
amongst national and
international players at the
concurrent symposiums!
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23RD FEBRUARY 2017 – DAY 1
Panel Discussion on “Safety & Design Challenges in High-Rise Buildings”
With increasing high rise buildings becoming a distinct
feature in most cities, it poses severe threats, and multiple
issues need substantial consideration in terms of safety
and security grounds. This was the underlined thought
behind this Panel Discussion. Mr. Sumit Khanna from
FM Global was the Moderator of this Panel Discussion,
whereas the panelists included Mr. P. S. Rahangdale,
Director, Maharashtra Fire Services, Mr. Ashok Menon,
Director, Goa Fire Service, and Dr. G. C. Misra, Director,
Delhi Fire Service.
Mr. Sumit Khanna, FM Global, was the Moderator of
the Session. He set the pace for discussion putting forth
the issues of unavailability of land, growing population,
vertical growth of cities, and changes in design parameters
to keep buildings safe.
Mr. P. S. Rahangdale initiated the discussion talking about
high rise buildings in Mumbai, posing safety challenges for
residents with its enormous heights. Fire fighting departments
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along with the masses need to engage in powerful strategies
and effective implementation techniques towards
preventing fire accidents. Working in cohesion, following
stringent guidelines, aims and objectives, is the only
effective means of saving lives, he concluded.
Dr. G. C. Misra raised a very valid point about the
housing societies built for the economically poor sections
of society, which serve as severe threats in terms of safety,
as they lack proper planning and precautionary measures.
He gave multiple suggestions including emphasis on
smoke management and compartmentalization at the
planning stage, regular updating of building fire systems,
and a well planned layout of firefighting devices in
buildings to avoid hazardous incidents.
The Panel Discussion concluded with a note that sharing
responsibility should be a joint venture between the
architect, the occupant and the consultant of any given
building to avoid future accidents.
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An Overview, Current Status and Changes in the
National Building Code (NBC) of India

Seen in the picture (L to R) : S. K. Dheri, V. Suresh, Sanjay Pant, G. C. Misra and Sandeep Goel

The revised National Building Code (NBC) of India
is bound to be a step ahead in the direction of absolute
transparency in terms of fire safety. If these codes are
taken as norms and abided upon with strict vigilance,
very little room will be left in terms of casualties to occur.
Mr. Sanjay Pant, Director, Civil Engineering,
BIS, presented a general overview of the National
Building Code (NBC). Mr. S. K. Dheri, Chairman &
Convenor, NBC Part IV & Group Head (Fire Safety),
DLF Limited., Mr. V. Suresh, Co-Chair, NBC and

Mr. Sandeep Goel, Director, Proion Consultants,
collectively educated the audience about ‘Part IV in
NBC’, which deals specifically with fire security in
building and construction. They answered questions
from the audience about the protocols, backup plans,
and the need for specific codes and manuals in buildings.
Closing Remarks were given by Mr. D. K.Shami, Fire
Adviser, Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt. of India, about
the ability, efficacy and efficiency of the NBC, if put in
proper practice and implemented accurately.
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24TH FEBRUARY 2017 – DAY 2
SMOKE CONTROL REQUIREMENTS IN HIGH RISE BUILDINGS
This important presentation on ‘Smoke Control Requirements in High
Rise buildings’ was made by Ms. Shamim Rashid-Sumar, P. E. Director
of Business Development, Jensen Hughes (Middle East). She focused her
talk on the overall concepts of smoke control and the complexities involved
in solving it. The requirements at the time of a fire incident are- Fire Safety
Concept Trees, Smoke Control Requirements, Smoke Control Design and
System Performance Evaluation. Understanding the design intent of smoke
management is crucial and it should be able to achieve a good functionality
aspect.
BASIC EXTINGUISHING PRINCIPLES
Mr. Jeff Van Meter, Product Manager, Pumps, Hale Products, Florida, talking
on ‘Basic Extinguishing Principles’ addressed the audience about M.A.R.,
Minimum Application Rate, which is the least amount of water needed per
litre to extinguish a fire. Water that does not evaporate runs off and causes
damage. Hence, adding foam to it reduces surface tension, provides high
evaporation rate, makes for an excellent adhesive and is also biodegradable.
The second effective way, CAFS (Compressed Air Foam Solution) decreases
time and provides greater temperature reduction. It uses less amount of water
and reduces its run off.
MASS NOTIFICATION SYSTEM AND USING INTERNET OF THINGS
Mr. Rodger Reiswig, Director, Industry Relations, Tyco Fire Protection
Products, USA talked about MNS, i.e. Mass Notification System and
using “Internet of Things” (IoT) solutions in a secure pattern to manage
a city’s assets and ensuring life safety. Mass Notification provides real-time
instructions and information to people in a building, area, site or installation
using intelligible voice communications along with visible signals, texts and
graphics. It plays a significant role in emergency planning, requiring a detailed
risk analysis of assets, probability and frequency of loss and loss effect. Risk
Mitigation further branches into dissemination of information, personnel,
backup systems and backup procedures. He concluded his presentation by
saying that MNS is not a product; it’s a concept, a design and a strategy.
FIRE COMPLIANCES OF BUILDINGS AND FACADES
Mr. Abhishek Chhabra, Business Development Manager, Thomas BellWright International Consultants, UAE, had an interactive session on
Façade Fire Safety. He talked about active and passive fire and the need for
certification process of materials to be used on site.

FIRE PREVENTION MARKET IN GERMANY/EUROPE
Mr. Günter Ruhe, Managing Director, FeuerTRUTZ Network, Germany,
introduced the topic of Fire Prevention Market in Germany. On world
fire statistics, Germany ranks 5th, in the least amounts of death by fire. The
company deals in marketing firefighting techniques through magazines,
research, advertisement and books.
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Panel Discussion on “India’s Security Strategy”

Major Gen. Bakshi giving his insights regarding Security Strategy.
Seen in the picture (L to R) : Bharat Karnad, Vikram Singh, G.B. Singh and Garry Singh

A well thought of topic of crucial importance, the
discussion provided space for meaningful dialogue
and introspection, throwing light on multiple issues,
the problems faced and their possible solutions. The
Moderator of this Panel Discussion was Mr. Garry Singh,
MD, IIRIS Consulting, Gurgaon and the panelists were
Major General Bakshi, Editor, India Military Review
& Strategist, Mr. G. B. Singh, Editor, Security Today,
Mr. Vikram Singh, IPS (Retd. DGP - UP Police),
and Mr. Bharat Karnad, India’s leading Conservative
Strategist and Research Professor of National Security
Studies at the Centre for Policy Research, New Delhi.
Major Gen. Bakshi opened the discussion by calling
border security as one of the most challenging security
threat that India has witnessed from China’s and Pakistan’s
side, over the years. He praised our current Prime Minister,
Mr. Narendra Modi in being successful in sending a clear
and straight warning to Pakistan about being a nuisance
on the border and facing fierce repercussions in case of any
interference, whatsoever.
Mr. Vikram Singh picked up the issue of illegal

immigration from Bangladesh, which can sway the
voting patterns significantly and bring forth in
power the volunteers who support them specifically
over the national interests, pointing out the
international nature of terrorism. Furthermore, on
the controversial argument over the steady recovery
of terrorists in Kashmir and Sleeper Cells, he
explained the audience about SARS, i.e., Suspicious
Activity Reporting System, under which full-time
policing is required.
Mr. G. B. Singh, shared his concern about the role of
private sectors to initiate a helping hand to government
sectors.
Mr. Bharat Karnad, later concluded by putting across
his views that it is time that the government realizes the
real threat to country’s security and deals with it taking
stringent measures.
It was indeed a thought -provoking and well executed
discussion throwing light on various topics subjected
towards national interest and security.
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25TH FEBRUARY 17 - DAY 3
Presentations on “Warehouse Protection and Holding on to Higher Standards”
Day 3 commenced with Mr. Sumit
Khanna, International Codes &
Standards Consultant, Asia Ops,
FM Global, giving a presentation on
“Supply Chain Disruption” and Mr.
Abby So, Manager, FM Approvals,
Asia Pacific, FM spoke on “Holding
to Higher Standards”. Thus, turning
the spotlight on “Warehouse
Protection and Holding on to
Higher Standards”, they enthused
the audience with their enigmatic
presentations. With an intent to

make buildings sustainable to prevent
loss, which could be categorized
into property damage, business
interruption, life safety, business
continuity, reputation, livelihoods,
environmental and community. The
loss drivers could be earthquake,
flood, wind and fire. A famous
example was cited from the audience
about the world’s largest fire till date,
the San Francisco fire. Due to lack of
water that had drained off because
of the earthquake, fire could not be

easily extinguished, which went on
for several days, causing severe loss of
life and property, it is noted as one of
the largest fire in world history.
The eminent speakers putting across
their very informative presentations
and sharing knowledge on topics of
myriad interests, the symposiums
solved its purpose to the very core.
The day concluded with the speakers
being facilitated with tokens of
appreciation.

Exhibition
The exhibitor spectrum at FSIE
2017 included products from Fire
& Protection Systems (Active &
Passive), Life Safety Systems, Security
& Surveillance Systems, Emergency
& Rescue Systems. IDEX for the first
time had a Live Demonstration of
cutting cars with latest rescue tools &
technologies.

The show witnessed a wide range
of visitors, comprising of user
community, industry stakeholders,
field
experts,
professionals,
technology and innovation, all
under one roof. The 2017 edition
was a well organized exhibition of
latest technologies and offerings in
the industry that was supported by
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leading allied industry associations
and major trade bodies. Being part
of BFA, FSIE ensured maximum
visitors from stakeholders of building
automation
and
construction
industry. There were live demos,
buyer seller meetings including
delegations from key industry
partners.
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Concluding Note
A dream of the FSAI President, being fantastically implemented in the form of an excellent show, the first edition of
FSIE created a lasting impression in terms of its impact, appeal and impetus towards deriving maximum benefits.
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HONOURING HEROES OF
FIRE & SECURITY INDUSTRY
Report by Mr. Garry Singh & Ms. Jyoti Manaktala

India needs a big change from counting the life safety
incidents to counting the heroes who prevented the
incidents and the heroes who responded to incidents
and saved lives and property. There is need to create
good and ensure good happens. In the same endeavor,
Fire & Security Association of India (FSAI) introduced
felicitation of Awards as an annual feature for excellence
in the fire and security industry. FIST 2017 (Finest
Indian Skills & Talent) Awards were announced on 23rd
February 2017 during a grand exhibition of multiple
industry players coming together to organize world class
exhibition and high knowledge seminars at FSIE.
The rapidly growing demand for fire protection
equipments and technologies across the country has
significantly contributed towards the growth of the fire
& security equipment domains. The results are clearly
visible, when we witness outstanding work done in various
projects, buildings and complexes giving importance
to safety and security regulations that covers various
segments of industries like Refineries, Petrochemical
Complexes, Banking, Automobiles, Transportation,
Ports, Hotels, Education Institutions, Steel, Oil and Gas
Exploration Projects. Some of the outstanding projects
like IGI Airport, BSES, oil and gas units like Mundra Pipe
Line, Indian Oil; dream project of our Prime Minister,
Mr. Narendra Modi, GIFT City; Metro Project;

manufacturing plants like Vishakhapatam Steel Plant,
Balakrishna Industries, Bosch, Blue Star, Essar Steel Plant
etc which not only focus on safety of employees but also
their security; Hotels at par with international standards,
like the Taj, ITC Maurya, Holiday Inn; ICICI Bank not
only considering the security but giving equal importance
to fire safety measures, were nominated for FIST.
To recognize and celebrate the outstanding achievement
of individuals and businesses leading the fire safety &
security industry through innovation, professionalism
and commitment, FSAI stepped forward to recognize
them with F.I.S.T Awards (Finest India Skills & Talent
Awards). With these awards, FSAI tried to recognize
those companies/individuals who demonstrated an
outstanding commitment and technical contribution to
the fire protection & security industry in past three years.
FIST Awards have already setup a new benchmark for
the industry players and added a new feather in the cap
of FSAI. Seeing the response and encouragement FSAI
received from the industry for FIST Awards, it can be said
without doubt that it’s going to be difficult for the Jury
next year to judge the nominations! In spite of being the
first year of FIST Awards, the response was enormous, in
terms of receiving numerous nominations, not only from
the fire & security industry but also from other industry
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segments like Infrastructure, Facilities, Transportation,
Banking, Govt. Sector, Hospitality, Real Estate and
Education Institutions. And considering the on-going
trends and anticipated growth in the coming years, we
are expecting to double the nominations we have received
this year, for the next year.
The highlight of the evaluation process was the detailed
Nomination Form, covering all the aspects of the
Project/ Company, it took time for both the nominee
company and the Jury to go through the detailed form
and give their inputs/ remarks. The jury comprised of
renowned experts like Mr. A K Sharma, Ex. Director
Delhi Fire Services, Mr. Ashok Menon, Director Goa
Fire and Emergency Services, Mr. N R Markandaya,
Deputy Director Karnataka Fire & Emergency Services,
Mr. Gurdeep Bains, Managing Director, Accenture
for Global Asset Protection Bengaluru, Mr. Swastik
Jadeja, Fire Officer, Junagarh, Mr. R C Sharma, Former
Director Delhi Fire Service, Lt. General Prem Sagar
(Retd.) Director General, International Institute of
Security and Safety Management, Mr. Rizwan Ali,
Microsoft, Mr. Paul Devassy, Henkel, Mr. Mahendra
Karakoti, Schneider Electric, Col Kavil Mohan, Wipro,
Mr. Sachin Sharma, Uber, Mr. Diwakar Dwivedi,
Google, Prof. V.K. Paul, HoD, School of Planning and
Architecture, Delhi, Mr. Pankaj Dharkar, renowned
MEP Consultant, Pankaj Dharkar & Associates and
Mr. Ajit Raghavan, MD, Nohmi Bosai India Pvt. Ltd.,
Gurgaon. To give the guidance & mentor the whole
evaluation process, we had Lt. Gen. N. S. Malik, Retired
Deputy Chief of Indian Army and Advisor to many
organisations and Think Tanks and Mr. D. K. Shami, Fire
Advisor to Ministry of Home Affairs, as the Chairman
and Vice Chairman respectively, for the awards to make
sure the decision is unbiased and purely on the merit.
To have a small overview of the evaluation process, FSAI
first made announcement of the FIST Awards sharing
the Nomination Form with a deadline, within which the
nominees were requested to submit the form, once the
forms were received, at pre-stage they were reviewed and
additional information was requested from the nominee
companies post which, it was sent to jury members for
their inputs. To have fair evaluation for one category of
awards, we had four jury members giving their remarks
and then the average was considered as their overall
score. Post the jury remarks, it was sent to Chairman and
Vice Chairman for their review and remarks. The results
were announced during the Award Ceremony at FSIE
2017 on 23rd February 2017.
The Award Ceremony was attended by more than
450 professionals consisting of CFOs, fire officials
from across India, policy makers, international guests,
representatives and office bearers of other associations
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i.e. air conditioning, plumbing, glass and fenestration,
top managers, consultants, architects, system
integrators and OEMs. To name a few, we had Mr. S K
Dheri, Chairman NBC Part IV & Head Safety, DLF
Group, Mr. P S Rahangdale, Director, Maharasthra
Fire Service, Mr. P. Hrishikesan and Mr. Douglas
Webster, COO, Delhi International Airport (P)
Limited, Mr. A K Singh, Chief Manager (Fire Services)
ONGC, Mr. Hirendra Chatterjee, VP, Draeger Safety
India Pvt. Ltd., Mr. Nitin Naugain, National Head,
Ernst & Young Services Pvt. Ltd., Mr. AN Pandey,
Executive Director, GAIL India and many more from
the fraternity.
The winner of the most prestigious FIST categories that is
Golden Safety & Security Award were DMRC and ITC
Maurya, New Delhi. To receive the award on behalf of
DMRC, we had Mr. Anoop Gupta, Director, Electricity
and Mr. Devindra Gill, Senior Additional GM, Safety
and from ITC Maurya, New Delhi, we had Col. Rajesh
Bains (Retd.) HoD Security and Col. Narender (Retd.)
Manager - Security.
Amongst all the categories, the most popular category
after the Golden Award was the Best Innovation
Make in India Category which was introduced to
recognize efforts of an Indian company that innovated
new products or solutions in the field of fire safety &
security. The Award for Fire Safety was won by Gujarat
International Finance Tec City Company Limited
(GIFT City) and for Security, Hayagriva Software
Private Limited won the award. We had a unique
category to recognize efforts of a company that has done
path-breaking work in integration of fire, security and
other services of a building/complex. It was the ‘Best
Integrated Project’ and the award was won by Sabarmati
Capital One Limited, GIFT One Building.
To recognize efforts of a company to provide exemplary
fire safety & physical security standards to employees and
assets, we had Best Fire Safe Company Award and Best
Secure Company which were bagged by Bosch Limited
and Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd., Mundra
Delhi Pipeline respectively. Among the other categories
meant for Service & Manufacturing Industry, we had
Best Fire Safe Company - Services & Manufacturing
and the winner were Delhi International Airport (P)
Limited and Visakhapatam Steel Plant (RINL) - CISF
Fire Wing respectively as winners wherein among the
Best Secure Company - Services & Manufacturing
winners were BSES Rajdhani Power Limited and Essar
Steel India Limited. To recognize the path breaking work
of Consulting Companies to ensure that the project
is fire safe and secure we had 2 categories as Best Fire
Consulting Project & Best Security Consulting Project,
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the winners for both the categories were Indian Oil
Corporation Limited and ASF Infrastructure Private
Limited respectively.

the same category was given to Institute of Engineering
& Science, IPS Academy and National Industrial
Security Academy (NISA).

The last category with an aim to encourage the
foundation which will be creating the future of India,
we had a category ‘Institute of the Year 2017 for Fire &
Security’, to recognize efforts of an institute to upgrade
educational standards in the field of fire safety or
security or both. There was fierce competition and the
award was won by Fire Service Training Institute (FSTI)
and runner up was Bharati Vidyapeeth’s College of
Engineering, Lavale, Pune. Award of encouragement for

The Award Ceremony ended with a mega picture of all the
winners & runners up. We congratulate all the winners &
runners up for their remarkable achievements and best
wishes for future.

A. K. Singh received the award on behalf of DMRC

Hindustan Petroleum Corp. Ltd. won Best Secure Company Award

ITC Maurya felicitated with Golden Security Award

Gift City Gujarat receiving award for Best Innovation
- Fire Safety Make in India

Team behind the FIST Awards

Audience

The event was sponsored by HIKVISION, which has
always shown their commitment to the industry to bring
in the best in all spheres. The Hospitality Partner was
Lubi Pumps.
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and the award goes to...
Finest India Skills and Talent (F.I.S.T.), Awards 2017
Best Fire Safe Company
Winner: Bosch Ltd, Bangalore (Karnataka)
1st Runner Up: GAIL India Ltd., Noida, UP
1st Runner Up: Taj Palace Hotel, New Delhi
Best Secure Company
Winner: Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd. – Mundra-Delhi Pipeline, Bahadurgarh, Haryana
1st Runner Up: E.I. DuPont India Pvt Ltd., Gurgaon, Haryana
Best Fire Consulting Project
Winner: Indian Oil Corporation Limited, Jaipur, Rajasthan
Best Security Consulting Projects
Winner: ASF INFRASTRUCTURE PRIVATE LTD, Gurgaon, Haryana
Best Fire Safe Company- Services
Winner: Delhi International Airport (P) Ltd., New Delhi
1st Runner Up: Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone Ltd., Kutch, Gujarat
1st Runner Up: American Express India Private Limited, Gurgaon, Haryana
Best Secure Company - Services
Winner: BSES Rajdhani Power Ltd., Nehru Place, New Delhi
1st Runner Up: Secutech Automation India Pvt Ltd, Mumbai, Maharashtra
Best Fire Safe Company - Manufacturing
Winner: Visakhapatnam Steel Plant (RINL) - CISF Fire Wing, Visakhapatnam, A.P
1st Runner Up: Blue Star Limited, Palghar, Maharashtra
1st Runner Up: ESSAR Steel India Limited, Surat, Gujarat
Best Secure Company - Manufacturing
Winner: ESSAR Steel India Limited, Surat, Gujarat
Best Integrated Project
Winner: Sabarmati Capital One Limited (GIFT One Building), Gandhinagar, Gujarat
1st Runner Up: Bajaj Electricals Limited, Mumbai , Maharashtra
1st Runner Up: Secutech Automation India Pvt Ltd, Mumbai – Maharashtra
Best Innovation - Fire Safety Make in India
Winner : Gujarat International Finance Tec City Company Limited (GIFT City) , Gandhinagar, Gujarat
1st Runner Up : Honeywell | Security & Fire, Gurgaon, Haryana
1st Runner Up : Vimal Fire Controls Pvt. Ltd. , Mumbai, Maharashtra
Best Innovation - Security
Winner: Hayagriva Software Private Ltd., Mumbai, Maharashtra
1st Runner Up: Realty Automation & Security Systems Private Ltd., Pune, Maharashtra
Institute of the Year 2017 - for Fire & Security
Winner: Fire Service Training Institute (FSTI), Hyderabad, A.P
1st Runner Up: Bharati Vidyapeeth’s College of Engineering Lavale, Pune, Maharashtra
Award of Encouragement: Institute of Engineering & Science, IPS Academy, Indore, M.P
Award of Encouragement: National Industrial Security Academy (NISA), Hyderabad, A.P
Golden Safety Award
Winner: Delhi Metro Railway Corporation (DMRC), New Delhi
Golden Safety Award
Winner: ITC Maurya, New Delhi
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FIRE PROTECTION & SAFETY

Emergency and
Fire Safety Measures in

Delhi Metro System
- by Sanjeev Kumar & Kailash Chandra Joshi
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Delhi Metro – An Introduction
• Delhi Metro has been incorporated in 1995 with a mission to cover Delhi and
adjoining areas with a Metro Network by the year 2021. It is the first unique
venture between Government of India and Govt. of National Capital Territory
of Delhi having 50:50 shares.
• Presently Delhi Metro has total network of 214 routes km with 21.5 route km
of recently constructed Phase-III and by the end of Phase-III, total Delhi
Metro Network will be 350km.
• Delhi Metro has the daily ridership of about 2.8 million passengers and by the
end of Phase-III, it would be more than 3.5 million passengers a day. Therefore,
the safety of passengers is very important in such a huge network.
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Delhi Metro has elevated as well
as underground stations (few
stations at grade level also). From
safety point of view, underground
stations are very critical and
require special measures for the
safety of the people. In elevated
stations, DMRC generally follow
the National Building Code. In
underground stations, the fire and
emergency management systems
are designed on the guidelines of
NFPA-130.
The following are the systems
designed and used for fire safety
measures in underground stations
and tunnels.
a) Emergency Ventilation and
Smoke Management System in
tunnel and stations
In Delhi Metro, the trainways
are in the form of two separate
tunnels (except in ramp cut
and cover) and separated

by a minimum 2 hrs rated
firewall. The TVS systems are
placed to provide the required
ventilation for the following
different operations inside the
tunnel:i. Normal Operation - As
the name suggests, in this
the trains are running as per
timetable with prescribed
headways. In this mode, the
piston effect of the trains
moving through confined
tunnel space is a natural source
for the normal operation
ventilation.
ii. Congested Mode - It occurs
when delay causes disruption
of the movement of trains.
The delay may result in the
stabling of a train in a tunnel.
Due to heat dissipation of
the air conditioning unit
of the train, the tunnel
temperature may increase
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to 48⁰C and after attaining
this temperature, the air
conditioning unit begins
unloading and there would
be no more cooling to the
passengers. Hence for the
passenger comfort and safety,
the TVS systems are used to
take the excessive heats from
the tunnel and make the
passengers feel comfortable.
iii. Fire Emergency operations
- Due to a variety of
occurrences, if the smoke is
generated in the tunnel, the
TVS system is used to take
away the smoke in a direction
opposite to the movement of
the passengers and provide the
passengers a safe and smoke
free path for evacuation.
Passenger evacuations are
done either on track or on side
walkway towards the locations
of cross passage or station,
whichever is near.

FIRE PROTECTION & SAFETY

For station Fire
There are two measure fans used
for station fire namely Trackway
Exhaust Fan (TEF) and Smoke
Extraction Fan (SEF) along
with their accessories i.e. Ducts,
Plenum, Dampers etc. The TEF
fans are installed at Concourse or
at Platform, while the SEF fans
are installed at Concourse only.
There is Over Trackway Exhaust
(OTE) cutouts at the platform to
take the smoke or heat.
• For Platform Fire - TEF
fans are used to extract the
smoke through OTE
cutouts and then take
the smoke out in
		 the atmosphere through
the Smoke Ventilation
Shaft (SVS).
• For Concourse Fire
There is a duct running
throughout the concourse
called Fire Duct; this duct
is connected to the
Trackway exhaust or
Smoke Extraction Fan.
		

		

If the TEF fans are
installed at Concourse
(then SEF fans are
not used) - TEF fans are
used to take the smoke
(through smoke duct)
out in the atmosphere
through the Smoke
Ventilation Shaft (SVS).
If the TEF fans are at
Platform then SEF fans
are installed at Concourse
- SEF Fans are used to take
the smoke (through smoke
duct) out in the
atmospheres through
the Smoke Ventilation
Shaft (SVS).

b) Fire Detection/Suppression
System in tunnels and stations
i. Fire alarm and detection

system - This system is
designed on the guidelines of
NFPA-72. This system consists
of fire alarm control panels,
fire detectors (multi-sensor
and heat), hooters and various
controlling modules. The
multi-sensor detectors are used
throughout the station and
ancillary areas except the TVF
room where heat detectors are
used. The manual call points
are installed throughout the
stations as per the guidelines
of NFPA-72. The status of the
fire and alarm are annunciated
at Station Control Room
(SCR) through Building
Management System (BMS).
The fire event is then attended
as per the station working rule.
In tunnel - There is no fire
alarm detection system used
in tunnel. Fire suppression
system (Double Hydrant
System) is used. Apart from
this, linear heat detection
cables are used in the
tunnel to detect the tunnel
temperature. The temperature
in the tunnel may be high
either due to the congestion
mode as explained earlier or
may be due to fire.
ii. Fire Suppression system The following types of fire
suppression systems are used
in station and tunnels as per
NFPA-130 in conjunction
with referred NFPAs with
some additional provisions.

In elevated
stations, DMRC
generally follow
the National
Building Code;
in underground
stations, the fire
and emergency
management
systems are
designed on the
guidelines of
NFPA -130

1.0 Sprinkler System - This
system is designed on the
guidelines of NFPA-13.
The pendent and sidewall
type sprinklers are
provided in storage areas,
trash rooms, mess rooms,
emergency equipment
rooms and other
similar areas with high
combustible loadings
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(Not provided in public
area and tunnels).
2.0 Hydrant System - This
system is designed
on the guidelines
of NFPA-14. The
hydrants are provided
throughout the stations
and ancillary areas. In
the station areas, the
hydrants are enclosed
in the Fire Hydrant
Cabinet (FHC) with
Hose Reel, Hose Pipe,
Fire extinguishers.

4.0 Gas Based Panel
Flooding Systems Clean gas based systems
are provided in critical
panels, electrical panels
and transformers.
5.0 Portable Fire
Extinguishers - To cover
the entire station area and
ancillary, the following
portable extinguishers
are provided at
various locations as
per the schedule and
requirements:
(i) CO2 type portable
extinguishers - Almost in
all areas of station. Also
one in each FHC
(ii) Water type - Four
numbers of water type
fire extinguishers of 9 ltrs
(1 no in unpaid area on
both side of concourse, 1
no in backup house and 1
no in platform area.
(iii) ABC type - Almost
in all areas of station.
Also one in each FHC.

All the FHCs are
equipped with flow
switches which are
integrated with fire alarm
system through which the
indication reflects on the
main fire alarm panel and
fire computer.
The double hydrant
systems are provided
throughout the tunnels
at a regular interval of
50m and the hose pipes
are installed in the hose
box at the start of the
tunnel. The pressure
required and water
requirements (30 min)
are as per NFPA-14.
3.0 Medium Velocity Spray
Water System - This
system is provided for
fighting the underframe
train fire in platform
area. The systems
water requirements are
calculated on the water
density of 6.11 litres/
sqm/minutes. The water
supply is designed for
30 min. The system is
activated through the
manual intervention
through motorized
valves from the platform
supervisory booth.

c) Emergency Power Supplies and
Emergency Lighting - Power
supplies to various systems and
subsystems are classified in
following categories:
i. Emergency- Dual Supply+
UPS+ DG
ii. Essential- Dual Supply+ DG
iii. Semi Essential- Dual Supply
with Auto-Change over
iv. Normal- Dual Supply with
Manual Change-over
There are some critical services
like FAS, emergency lighting,
control supplies and signages
etc. are classified as emergency
services and these services
are fed from dual supplies
(Separate feeders from RSS)
with automatic changeover,
in addition connected to UPS
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backup for 30 min and backed
up by DG supply.
The wiring and cabling for
emergency system is of the fire
survival type rated for 3hrs at
950⁰C flame tested.
Emergency lighting - The
stations have 25% emergency
lighting with 75% normal.
The Undercroft (Utility) and
Tunnel are supplied with 100%
emergency lighting. The lighting
level of the emergency escape
path is provided as per the
requirements of NFPA-130
(NFPA-101).
d) Access routes for Fire Fighting
personnel and evacuation routes
for passengers
The followings are the provisions
made:
i. At each station, one no.
dedicated firemen stair-case
has been provided for fire
fighting personnel.
ii. At each station, two nos.
dedicated stair-cases have been
provided for evacuation route
of the passengers.
The others requirements for
evacuations are as per NFPA-130.
e) Emergency Evacuation
Procedure from Tunnels
and Stations - In the event of
detection of a fire in a train,
the first priority will be to take
the train to the next station
in the shortest possible time.
However, if a train with fire
becomes disabled in the tunnel,
it becomes necessary to evacuate
the passengers. In such cases,
passengers will be evacuated from
the train as per the laid down
procedure and shall walk under
the guidance and control of
authorized staff.
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Passengers will be evacuated to a safe place to the ground level in adjacent
tunnel in the quickest time through a safe and protected route, to
the nearest station and then to the ground. In the meanwhile, tunnel
ventilation fans will be activated to take the smoke away from the
evacuating passengers i.e. in opposite direction of evacuation.
Other important measures and design criteria taken in the view of safety of
passengers
• There are various fire compartmentations being done at the station so
that the fire of one zone should not spread and affect the operation of
the other area.
• Cable and wires- All the cables and wires used in the underground station
are Low smoke zero halogen type. So in the event of fire smoke shall not
spread much and there shall be a visibility to the passengers.
• Sizing and Rating of Fire Pumps (General figures which variate depending
on definite station requirement)
• Hydrant Pumps (Main and Stand by) - 2839LMP:90m Head.
• Hydrant Jockey
- 189LPM:90m Head.
• Sprinkler Pumps (Main and Stand by) - 2839LMP:56m Head.
• Hydrant Jockey
- 189LPM:90m Head.
• Fire tank- 2 fire tanks of capacity 1lac liters each interconnected and
calculated based on the requirements given in NFPA-13 and NFPA-14 for
30 min duration.

Measures like fire
compartmentations
and low smoke
zero halogen
type cables and
wires stop
the spread
of fire

• Tunnel Hydrant- Tunnel is the path that connects two stations. The
tunnel hydrants are fed from both the stations with interconnection at the
cross-passage with sump pit. Half tunnel fed from one station and other
half from next station and interconnected at cross-passage by a valve that
operates manually. This is kept for redundancy so that if one side water
supply fails, other side line can be charges from next station by opening the
valve manually.
• Signages- Used throughout the stations to guide people in normal
operation conditions as well in fire or emergency scenario. These signages
are illuminated with LED and are on UPS supply.

Mr. Sanjeev Kumar, Dy. Chief Electrical Engineer, has done B.Sc. in Electrical Engineering. He has completed many
projects successfully including high rise building like IT Parks and many Property Development projects. Presently, Mr.
Kumar has been instrumental and key person in Electrical & Mechanical works of underground stations of Phase-III
project which includes electrical works such as illumination, fire fighting system, DG set etc. Mr. Kumar is also associated
with NBC revision, implementation of IGBC provisions for DMRC Metro stations.
sanjeevdmrc123@gmail.com

Mr. Kailash Chandra Joshi, AM/Electrical, has done B. Tech in Electrical and Electronics Engineering. Working with
Delhi Metro, he is looking after the electrical and mechanical works and is part of the green building and ISO 50001
team. His current interest is in field of fire and safety norms, lighting and cabling standards. Besides this, he is looking
after the finalization of LEDification works of Phase-III stations in the view to save energy and operational cost.
mr.kailash_1989@yahoo.com
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High Performance
Sustainable Building
Design Strategy
– Form Follows Performance
- by Dr. Rupesh S. Iyengar & Mr. Satish Iyengar

Abstract
Climate change is seen as the
greatest challenge to mankind.
The first impact of such a change
will be reflected in the cities and
buildings we live in. So we have to
start thinking and prepare ourselves
to adapt and become resilient to
this change. Our aim is to design
a high performance building that
performs not only today, but also
thirty years hence when a two degree
Celsius rise in air temperature
is predicted. We employ the use
of an urban farm as the outer
envelope and establish a meticulous
balance between architectural
quality and performance matrix.
A novel concept of form follows
performance propels the design

process. Natural resources of wind
and sunlight are utilized to the apex
validated by simulations thus aiming
to achieve a benchmark energy
consumption of 150 kWh/m2.yr in
Singapore.
Design Philosophy
Designers today are interested
not only in the form; a cultural
expression of the artist-creator but
in an articulated understanding of
the built environment propelled by
an enhancement of technological
tools and information access
opportunities. How can we reduce
the impact of ‘human activities’
on earth by providing comfortable
and healthier buildings and cities
at the same time? A possible
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answer lies in a different design
process, considering a broader
set of parameters oriented
towards performance from the
very beginning. Here the use of a
vegetation layer as the building’s
skin seemed to be the most natural
way. The quantity of plants, the
pattern and the distribution on the
façade played an important role in
controlling temperature (lowered
by evapotranspiration and shading),
direct insolation & daylight.
Naturally ventilated collaborative
spaces minimized energy loads to
a further extent. Average buildings
in Singapore consume 230 kWh/
m2.yr and the benchmark we have
set is quite ambitious considering
the energy efficient buildings energy
consumption profile (Lee, 2011).

BUILDING AUTOMATION

Design Strategy – an Evolutionary Process

The design is
influenced by four
matrixes namely
economic matrix,
functional matrix,
architectural matrix,
energy and Indoor
Air Quality (IAQ)
matrix, which are
interlinked through
a process of feedback

The design is influenced by four matrixes namely economic matrix, functional
matrix, architectural matrix, and energyand Indoor Air Quality (IAQ)
matrix, which are interlinked through a process of feedback. As many issues
relating to energy consumption, carbon emission and IAQ are affected in the
initial stages of the design, we highlight the importance of spending time and
effort to establish a series of milestones to be achieved, correctly placing each
phase on a rational sequence. The purely intuitive conceptualization of the
designer is assisted by numerical analysis based on computational simulations.
The shape is therefore continuously optimized, bringing in scientific results
as the basis for decisions. The Lighting Power Density (LPD) used is 15 W/
m2, human load is assumed to be 100 W/person, set points of temperature
and relative humidity are 24⁰C and 65% respectively, a daily profile of 9am –
6pm is used and the base case air cooled system is assigned a COP of 2.5. The
design flow is as follows:
Site Analysis
Determining dominant wind velocities for building orientation purpose

a

b

c

d

Figure 1: Site wind flow, a) North 20m, b) North East 20m,c) South 20m, d) South East 20m

The velocities provided by National Environmental Agency (NEA), Singapore for the orientations are taken and CFD
analysis is performed to determine the most dominant wind. The North East wind is chosen where the velocity varies
from 1 m/s to 3 m/s at 20m height.
Orientation
Establishing the best orientation
The aim is to maximise wind velocities in the central region and lower solar gain insolation (total amount of solar

a

b

c

d

Figure 2: Wind flow pattern in collaborated region, a) Option 120m, b) Option 2 20m, c) Option 3 20m, d)Option 4 20m

radiation energy received on a given surface area during a given time). The results reveal the best orientation to be
Option 1.
Façade Angle
Selecting façade slopes for minimizing solar gain insolation

a

b

c

Figure 3 : Façade slopes, a) 0°, b) 10° and 15° (outward), c) -10° and -15° (inward)
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Figure 4 : Energy v/s daylight comparison across façade slopes

Self-shading is responsible for the decrease in energy consumption for inward sloping façades. Therefore a 15° inward
sloping facade is selected.
Roof Angle
Selecting roof slopes for maximizing wind velocities in the central region

Figure 5: Roof slopes, a) 0°, b) 6° and 12° (downward), c) -6° and -12° (upward)

Figure 6: Wind velocity in central region, a) 12°, b) 6°, c) 0°, d) -6°, e) -12°

Upward roof slopes increase wind velocities in the central region as validated by the increasing intensity of the funnel
in the CFD simulations. A roof slope of -12° (2 m/s wind velocity) is selected which naturally ventilates the central
collaborative region.
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Courtyard Angle
Selecting courtyard slopes to maximize daylight

An ETFE (ethylene
tetrafluoroethylene)
roof is used to
minimize the
solar gain increase
caused by sloping
courtyard facades
to increase daylight

Figure 7: Courtyard slopes

Figure 8: Energy v/s daylight comparison across courtyard slopes

An ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) roof is used to minimize the solar gain increase caused by sloping courtyard
façades to increase daylight. Energy consumption, solar gain and daylight are relatively studied. 300 lux is set as the
minimum threshold level for daylight. Collaborative spaces dispersed in the atrium in the form of ‘projecting pods’ are
innovatively ventilated by routing cool and treated exhaust air from air-conditioned offices.
Vertical Farm
Vary covering ratios to minimise solar gain and balance daylight

Figure 9 : Covering ratios variation schematic
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The building integrated vertical farm adopts hydroponic plant systems where tomatoes, cauliflowers, cucumber,
lettuce, etc. are grown. The fresh produce is used for in-house consumption. The density of hydroponic plantation is
varied on the façade to achieve customised daylight. The efficacy of the green layer has been evaluated on two criteria:
surface temperature of the glazing and total energy consumption.

a

b

c

d

Figure 10 : Surface temperature profiles, a)30% covering, b)50% covering, c) 70% covering, d) 80% covering

The white line represents the outdoor air temperature.The red line is the surface temperature without the vertical farm.
The blue line represents the surface temperature with vertical farm.

Figure 11 : Energy v/s daylight variation across covering ratios of vertical farm

For an 80% covering ratio, 58% of the day-lit area is above 300lux. This will help in any case the reduction of lighting
energy, which is not taken into account, giving a worst case scenario for the evaluation. The total energy consumption
at the end of passive strategy optimization is 228 kWh/m2.yr.
Active System Optimization
To increase the efficiency of the system
A water-cooled screw compressor chiller with COP 6 is used in the intermediate stage incorporating heat recovery
devices, 95% efficient motors and VSD pumps. The final optimized case has magnetic bearing compressors with COP
8 (Singapore conditions).

Figure 11 : Energy v/s daylight variation across covering ratios of vertical farm
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Optimizing the active system has increased efficiency and has finally achieved an energy consumption of 138 kWh/
m2.yr within the benchmark value of 150 kWh/m2.yr. The same iterative process was repeated for a 2⁰C rise in air
temperature in the future scenario.
Conclusion

Tan, N. C. Wong, 2009, Energy
Simulation of Vertical Greenery
Systems
• N. H. Wong, A. Y. K. Tan, Y.
Chen, K. Sekar, P. Y. Tan, D.
Chan, K. Chiang, N. C. Wong,
2009, Thermal Evaluation of
Vertical Greenery Systems for
Buildings Walls
• S. Roaf, D. Crichton, F. Nicol,
Second Edition, 2009, Adapting
Buildings and Cities for Climate
Change, Chapter 16
• W. J. Stec, A. H. C. van Passen,
A. Maziarz, 2004, Modelling the
Double Skin Façade with Plants
Special Mention

Figure 13: Energy comparison between Business As Usual (BAU) and Designed Building

• The design building will
consume 42.5% lesser energy
than a comparable BAU building
in Singapore.
• Energy consumption of a BAU
building will raise 18.8% with
an air temperature rise of 2°C,
whereas the design building will
only have a 7.9% rise in energy
consumption, owing to the
urban farm’s potential to keep
the solar insolation and façade
heat gain constant.
• Thirty years hence the design
building will consume 149 kWh/
m2.yr of energy, which is still
under the benchmark value of
150 kWh/m2.yr. It will consume
47.7% lesser energy compared to
a BAU building in Singapore at
that time.
• The vertical farm strategy plays
an active role in reducing energy

consumptions and ensuring
resiliency to climate change.
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NEW STANDARDS FOR NEW INDIA
Interaction with Mr. Sandeep Engineer, Founder & MD, Astral Polytechnik Ltd.
Mr. Sandeep P. Engineer, a Chemical Engineer, started his career as Project Engineer in Cadila
Laboratories Limited. After gaining an experience for around a year, he decided to promote M/s Shree
Chemicals, a proprietorship concern, in the year 1986. In the year 1992, he promoted Kairav Chemicals
Private Limited, a pharmaceutical venture for the manufacture of bulk drugs. Inspired by the success
achieved in this venture, he diversified into the business of plastic-pipe industry by collaborating with
Specialty Process LLC,USA for further growth and development of the Company, for introduction of
CPVC in the Indian markets, thereby revolutionizing the Indian plastic-pipe industry by replacing the
conventional metallic system with polymer products. Under his guidance, the Company has witnessed
a steady growth over the years. Mr. Kamal Khokhani, Publisher, FSAI Journal in conversation with Mr.
Engineer. Here are the excerpts...

Please share about your company
from its inception stage to its firm
foothold in the market in today’s
date.
The journey so far was tough as the
product was new for the country
and was costly compared to the
conventional product that is GI
pipes (Galvanised Iron). When
we launched CPVC, there was

more than 60% import duty on the
fittings for the pipes. But I was very
confident that once the concept
would be accepted, the products will
get fair acceptance and success in the
market.
However, for a promoter with
very thin capital, it was difficult
to accept the challenge. Hence
after two years of operations, the
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entire net worth of the company
eroded and it was almost on the
verge of close down. However
I had been confident of success
of this innovative product and
hence I went back again to USA
and convinced the USA based
collaborator for infusion of
additional funds and that was the
turning point for the success story
of Astral. Specialty Process LLC
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infused additional funds by way of
preference shares in the company
and pulled it (Astral) from verge of
bankruptcy. Since then, the story
of success started in year 2001-02
in which the company, for the first
time registered cash profit in spite
of the fact that it had just started its
operations in the year 1998-99.

requirements for IS and ASTM
Standards. We are first Indian piping
company having own NSF approved
compound to be used in our
certified CPVC piping system.

Today, Astral Poly Technik is
equipped with three production
facilities at Santej & Dholka
(Gujarat), and Hosur (Tamil Nadu)
to manufacture plumbing systems,
drainage systems, agricultural
pipes, industrial, fire protection
and electrical conduit pipes with all
kinds of necessary fittings. Within
17 years, Astral Pipes has more than
850 distributors and 27,000 dealers
across India with its presence in
more than 22 countries.

Astral Fire Pro pipes and fittings are
designed specifically for automatic
fire sprinklers systems. They are
made from a specialty thermoplastic
known chemically as Chlorinated
Polyvinyl Chloride (CPVC). Astral
Fire Pro pipes and fittings provide
unique advantages in sprinkler
installations including superior
hydraulics, ease of joining, increased
hanger spacing in comparison to
other thermoplastics and ease of
assembly.

In 2014, I had a big vision of
entering in adhesive market and
so Astral acquired 80 percent
controlling stake in UK-based
company Seal It Services Ltd.,
which manufactures various types
of adhesives and sealants, and also
has acquired Kanpur based Resinova
Chemie Ltd. which also operates in
similar category.

Astral Fire Pro is the new industry
standard in Automatic Fire
Sprinkler piping systems. Astral
Fire Pro CPVC pipes and fittings
are fully approved for use in all
light and ordinary hazardous
rooms or otherwise light hazardous
applications as per NFPA 13, in
both new and retrofit construction,
such as:

Please tell us about your latest
offering, Astral FirePro Sprinkler
System.

• High-rise buildings (including
apartments and hotels)
• Schools and Institutions
• 1 and 2 family dwellings
What are the raw materials used
in the preparation of these fire
proof pipes such that it elucidates
a 100% response in times of
emergencies?
We use specially designed CPVC
compounds for manufacturing
pipes for Automatic Fire Sprinkler
application. These compounds have
very high physical and mechanical
properties as well as consistency.
Further to this, the pipes and fittings
manufactured by these compounds
undergo very stringent quality
assurance plan at each stage of
manufacturing process and mark
beyond IS and ASTM standards
which assures 100% reliability
during application.
In what ways are these different
and better in performance than
the conventional metallic pipe
fittings? How about its durability
aspect as compared to metal pipes?
With a Hazen-Williams friction
coefficient of C=150, Astral Fire

With multitude choices and strong
competitors in the market, how
do you withstand your product
capabilities and performance?
At Astral, we always believe in
quality and delivering best services
to all our stakeholders. ASTRAL
has a full-fledged, research and
development division to constantly
improve, innovate and to engineer
new developments. This division
has a fully integrated product
development environment that
encompasses the development
process all the way from conceptual
design of products to manufacturing.
Astral constantly strives to
upgrade processes and materials
and to incorporate international
developments in the plumbing
industry to benefit their customers.
We test our products beyond the
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Pro’s smooth interior surface offers
lower friction loss than metal
systems, enables to use smaller pipe
diameters and save on material
costs. It has outstanding balance
of properties such as light weight,
excellent corrosion resistance,
low friction loss and ease of
fabrication. Astral Fire Pro pipes
and fittings significantly reduce
labor and transportation costs
on typical installations because
CPVC pipe is easily handled,
stored, cut and joined. Work can
be done quickly and easily around
dry wallers, framers and other
mechanical contractors. Astral
Fire Pro pipes prove to be much
better option in retrofitting. Not
only that, Astral Fire Pro pipes
and fittings provide years of
maintenance free service.
What is the Oxygen Index of this
system? How it helps occupants in
case of fire?
Astral Fire Pro has very high burning
resistance. It must be forced to
burn due to its very high Limiting
Oxygen Index (LOI) of 63. Since
earth’s atmosphere is having only
21% oxygen, Astral Fire Pro will
not burn unless a flame is constantly
applied and stops burning when the
ignition source is removed.
How about testing & certification
of this System?
We regularly test our pipes and
fittings against requirements given
in Indian Standard as well as ASTM
standards. The pipes are marked
with IS marking which assure the
quality of material. Apart from
that, there are many tests which we
perform at independent national
and international laboratories
at regular intervals to assure the
product quality. We are also in the
process to certify our product for
UL mark.
Please share, R & D efforts, the
company had put-in for this
product.

Astral Fire Pro pipes and fittings are
made from a specialty thermoplastic
known chemically as Chlorinated
Polyvinyl Chloride (CPVC). The
compound is carefully designed
in our R & D and backed by our
own expertise of manufacturing
CPVC piping system from last
17 years, which will give excellent
results in all applications for CPVC
fire sprinkler piping system. It is
a unique combination of highest
impact resistance without any
loss in pressure bearing capacity/
tensile strength or vicat softening
temperature. This will ensure best
trouble free service and also stand
notch above the initial installation
issues of cracking/damages due to
handling, storage and installation.
Are you planning to impart
training and education for this
system like you have been doing
for plumbing vertical?
Astral Pipes plans to create specific
training module for installers of this
system. The installers will be trained
by professionals using this module to
achieve full proof installations.
How, according to you, NBC
2016 will help saving people and
property from fire hazards?
NBC 2016 makes the standard of
practice more specific which will
ultimately result in enhanced fire
safety. The advanced norms and
provisions should enable us to get
better fire safety.
What are the fire safety measures
you would advocate to avoid
hazardous incidents and fire
accidents?
We should stick to rules and
regulations while constructing
buildings. We should increase the
awareness of fire safety and the
standard practice so as to avoid fire
related accidents.
How, in your opinion, better
awareness amongst general masses
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can improve the safety aspect of
buildings and curb the possibility
of untoward incidents?
Yes better awareness among general
masses can improve the safety aspect.
At least the basic SOPs should be
known to the masses.
FSAI, has been rigorously working
towards the safety and security
of the people across India. Your
views to further its cause in terms
of the activities it promotes and
suggestion, if any.
I think the work carried out by
the institute is great. We can work
further on general awareness about
fire safety. We can use digital
methods to impart such awareness.
What are your views on FSAI
Journal?
FSAI journal is an important tool
for the industry to know the latest
development in the field of fire and
safety. The content is very useful,
crisp and informative. It is an apt
showcase of variety of information
related to a wide spectrum of topics
with a systemized approach.
Any message you would like to give
to the readers and professionals
associated to the Industry through
the medium of this Journal?
Security innovations are constantly
taking place in global technology
arena. New products are being
designed and developed, new design
strategies are being implemented
in the field of Safety and Security.
I strongly feel that experts in the
field can provide good informative
reading material for the benefit of
the industry. Case Studies have to
be developed and documented to be
published in the Journal which can
become guiding factors. FSAI Journal
can be an important medium for
sharing new ideas and innovations.
I would therefore appeal my fellow
professionals to contribute extensively
to the Journal and thereby create
awareness amongst the fraternity.

FSAI BILLBOARD

LIFE MARATHON
RUN FOR LIFE SAFETY AND SECURITY

On the sports front, it is a refreshing
change to see the rising number of
marathons across India. In the context
of Smart Cities, it was an enthralling
initiative to organize the FSAI Life
Marathon on 5th March, 2017 at
Pune, to promote mass awareness
on life safety and security. FSAI
Life Marathon was a joint initiative
of Pune Municipal Corporation
(PMC), Fire Brigade Department and
FSAI (Fire and Security Association
of India.) Mr.Kunal Kumar, PMC
Commissioner, Mr. Prashant Ranpise,
Chief Fire Officer, Pune City, and

Mr. Anand Joshi, FSAI President,
Pune Chapter came together for
organizing ‘Half-Marathon’ (21
Kms). Sports Commissioner for
Shiv-Chhatrapati Sports Complex,
Balewadi, Mr. Mane extended support
by providing Balewadi Warm-Up
track and adjacent ground for the
Marathon. Mr. Trilokinath Tiwari,
FSAI member and India-Head for
DDS Technologies, also shouldered
substantial responsibility in spreading
the cause. FSAI took upon an active
role in spreading awareness about
life safety and security by way of

organizing and participating in the
Marathon.
The genesis of FSAI Life Marathon
is rooted in one of its member, Mr.
Sameer Chitre, who is an amateur
Marathon Runner, who recently
became “Comrade” by running 89
miles at Johannesburg, South Africa.
Along with this, the professional
organisers for Marathon “Run
Buddies” poured in their authentic
knowledge. Mr. Arvind, from ‘Run
Buddies’, has experience of over 100
Marathons in India and abroad.
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FSAI Pune Chapter roped in
corporates like Mr. Mahesh Gavhane,
Director, Security Shells Infotech
Pvt. Ltd., who is now Chairperson
for execution of Marathon activities.
Mr. Virendra Borade, FSAI Secretary,
Pune Chapter has shown remarkable
involvement by way of efficient
coordination. Panchshil Group, the
Presenting Partners of the Marathon,
showed enthusiastic support. Mr.
D. K. Shami, Director General for
Fire Services, participated in the
event along with approximately 300
other CFOs from across India. In
an endeavour to make it one of the
landmark events for Pune residents,
Mr. Randeep Hooda has been roped
in as Brand Ambassador for the
event. Mr. Hrishikesh Kulkarni,
FSAI President Elect, Pune Chapter
has roped in several resources for
promotion of life fitness through
Marathon. Extensive support was
rendered by Saket Communications,
Sixth element for Outdoor Publicity
and Radio City. Mr. Nitin Joshi,
Director, Realty Automation &
Security Systems Pvt. Ltd., sponsored
the pre-launch event at United 21,
which was the Hospitality Partner.

Starting point - Balewadi track

Fire officers at FSAI Life Marathon

The event got an overwhelming
response and set the pace rightly in
action vis-à-vis its motive to spread
awareness clubbed with a splash of
fitness for smart, healthy and safe
living.
Runners en route

Flag-off by Kunal Kumar, Commissioner, PMC
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Warm up before the run

FSAI INITIATIVES

FSAI BENGALURU CHAPTER
SCHOOL AWARENESS PROGRAMME ON FIRE SAFETY

The fire personnel showing children the way of dousing out fire in high rise buildings

An Awareness Programme on Fire Safety was held at Government School
Palanahalli on 13th February 2017 in association with Karnataka State Fire &
Emergency Services. There were 500 students, 25 teaching and non-teaching
staff along with 7 members of Inner Wheel.
The programme was conducted by Mr. Sangram Singh, Fire Officer and his
team. Mr. Singh explained the precautions to be taken to prevent fire accidents
in residential premises. He also explained the different types of fire caused by
different materials.
The students were made aware of the causes of fire and were cautioned about the
fire accidents which can occur in their houses as well as their neighbourhood.
Children were practically shown the different types of fire extinguishers used
in different types of fire. The required precautions to be taken in case of fire
were explained to them and children were also made aware of the emergency
telephone number where the firemen could be reached. In case of fire by
electrical accidents, the method of dousing out fire was also explained.

Students at Palanahalli Government School

A fire drill was conducted on the ground, where children were shown how a
fire can be doused using blanketing method and also using fire extinguishers.
They were also shown how the fire is doused in high rise buildings with the
help of fire engine.
An interactive session took place where many questions were asked by the fire
officer which were answered by the students.

The fire personnel dousing out fire using foam

Venue of the Awareness Programme
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FSAI RAJASTHAN CHAPTER
BMS WORKSHOP IN JAIPUR

Seen in the picture (L to R) : Ankur Gupta, Mohd. Zahid Qureshi, Sundarajan, Sudhir Mathur and Pankaj Tiwari lighting the lamp

FSAI Rajasthan Chapter organized a Training Programme on Concept,
Understanding & Execution of Building Management Systems on 17th
February, 2017 at Hotel Lemon Tree Premiere. The Session was taken by
Mr. Pankaj Tiwari, FSAI MP Chapter President who has over 31 years of
experience with leading corporates like Voltas, Tata, Honeywell and is presently
working with M/s. Pankaj Dharkar & Associates as Vice-President, Indore
heading their IBMS Department besides doing MEP & Green Consultancy
for Central India.

Ankur Gupta with Sundarajan during interaction with audience

There were 65 people to take the advantage of this efficacious training. Mr.
Tiwari explained the basics of BMS, need of BMS & Return on Investment of
BMS. Mr. Sunder Rajan of Siemens also expressed his views on the technicalities
involved in BMS. It was an interactive session where the audience was very
inquisitive, asked several questions which were answered satisfactorily. Mr.
Ankur Gupta of Secure Automation Consultants (SAC) welcomed the guests
and extended the programme by explaining the importance of execution and
role of System Integrators in deploying BMS. Towards the end, a small session
of motivation was taken by Mr. Rakesh Arya of Renew World which energized
the audience. The Session ended with the special thanks to SIEMENS for being
the Technology Partner and SAC for being the Event Partner. The programme
was also supported by ISHARE Rajasthan Chapter.

Pankaj Garg felicitating Team Siemens for being Technology Partner

Mohd. Zahid Qureshi felicitating Ankur Gupta and Ankit Maheshwari
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Pankaj Tiwari interacting with audience

PRESS RELEASE

Who’ of the global security market’s
most successful companies.

HIKVISION
ACHIEVES
NO.1
RANKING
IN THE
A&S
SECURITY 50

Underlining the company’s position
as the world’s leading supplier
in innovative video surveillance
products and solutions, Hikvision
has achieved Number 1 overall
position, being placed at the top
of the rankings in A&S magazine’s
‘Security 50’ 2016, with a 43.6%
leap in revenues, following a rise to
second place in 2015 from third
place in 2014.
Ranking public-listed manufacturers
by product sales revenue, gross profit,
and profit margin, participants in
the A&S Security 50 range from
exclusive manufacturers to end-toend solution providers, and provides
the security industry with a ‘Who’s

Following
Hikvision’s
recent
achievement of winning No.1
position in the Scene Classification
category at the ImageNet Large Scale
Visual Recognition Challenge 2016,
this latest achievement illustrates
how Hikvision’s strong and
sustainable technology development
is providing a solid platform for the
company’s success. Via the sustained
expansion of its global network,
Hikvision is also placing the
importance of localised support and
service to its partners and users at the
forefront of its operation.
“This outstanding A&S Security
50
achievement
demonstrates
Hikvision’s continuing dedication
to its investment in innovation
and excellence,” says Cynthia Ho,
Vice President at Hikvision. “By
responding rapidly to emerging
market trends, Hikvision’s smooth
transition from analog to digital, IP
and HD, and onward to advanced
video intelligence, has provided the
catalyst for another year of massive
growth for Hikvision.”
“The company seizes every
opportunity and trend in the
security industry to develop dynamic
and innovative products that meet
the ever changing needs of market
demands. Beyond video surveillance,
we see Artificial Intelligence and big
data as the inevitable trend of the
future, where the technology could
help greatly improve operational
efficiency for commercial businesses,
transportation and many more
sectors.”
Weiqi Wu, VP at Hikvision in charge
of R&D: “Since its very beginning,
Hikvision has invested heavily in
building a first class R&D capability,
which has laid a solid foundation
for the company’s success. Also, our

strong R&D management system
ensures the highly efficient operation
of our R&D team. Over the past
decade, Hikvision has embraced
world-leading management practices
and tools, such as IPD, CMMI and
PDM, to continuously optimize the
company’s product development
process. Applying this methodology
has led to the development of ‘bestin-class’ products and services
that not only meet the needs of
the industry, but are also quickly
accepted by the market. Underlining
Hikvision’s industry-leading R&D
capability, this year, the company has
achieved CMMI Maturity Level 5
certification. Looking to the future,
Hikvision will continue to push the
boundary of security technology
and develop even more highquality products for its customers
worldwide.”
About Security 50
Security 50 is comprised of world
leaders in the security industry
ranked solely by product sales,
with participants ranging from
exclusive manufacturers to endto-end solution providers. More
information available at http://www.
asmag.com/rankings/
About Hikvision
Hikvision is the world’s leading
supplier of video surveillance
solutions. Featuring the industry’s
strongest
R&D
workforce,
Hikvision uses its state-of-the-art
manufacturing facilities to design
and develop innovative CCTV and
video surveillance products for any
security need. For more information,
please visit Hikvision’s website at
www.hikvision.com.

Balasubramanian Jayam
bala.jayam@pramahikvision.com
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NATIONAL BUILDING CODE
OF INDIA 2016 (NBC 2016)
The National Building Code of India
(NBC), a comprehensive building
Code, is a national instrument
providing guidelines for regulating
the building construction activities
across the country. It is widely
referred and used by state/local bodies
regulating development and building
construction activities, Government
construction departments and
agencies,
private
construction
a g encies/builders/de velop ers,
building
professionals
and
consultants, academic and research
institutions, and building material
and technology suppliers throughout
the country. The Code mainly
contains administrative regulations,
development control rules and
general building requirements; fire
safety requirements; stipulations
regarding
materials,
structural
design and construction (including
safety); building and plumbing
services; landscape development,
signs and outdoor display structures;

guidelines for sustainability, asset
and facility management, etc.
The Code was first published in
1970 at the instance of Planning
Commission and then first revised
in 1983. Thereafter three major
amendments were issued to the 1983
version, two in 1987 and the third
in 1997. The second revision of the
Code was in 2005, to which two
amendments were issued in 2015.
Due to large scale changes in the
building construction activities, such
as change in nature of occupancies
with prevalence of high rises
and mixed occupancies, greater
dependence and complicated nature
of building services, development
of new/innovative construction
materials and technologies, greater
need for preservation of environment
and recognition of need for planned
management of existing buildings
and built environment, there has

been a paradigm shift in building
construction scenario. Considering
these, a project for comprehensive
revision of the Code was taken up
under the aegis of the National
Building Code Sectional Committee,
CED 46 of BIS and its 22 expert
panels; involving around 1000 experts.
We are glad to inform you that, as
a culmination of the project, the
revised Code has been brought out
as National Building Code of India
2016 (NBC 2016), reflecting the
state-of-the-art and contemporary
applicable international practices.
The comprehensive NBC 2016
contains 13 parts, some of which
are further divided into Sections,
making a total of 33 chapters. The
Code has been formally released and
is now available in public domain.
The Code has been published in two
volumes containing all the parts and
sections, as follows:

The Publication
Complete Code in Volume 1 and 2
(Parts 0 to 12 – all sections included)
Price
(Rs.) 13,760

The publication may be procured from Sales Counter at BIS Headquarters as well as various Regional and Branch Offices
of BIS, information about which may be accessed from the following link: http://www.bis.org.in/dir/sales.htm
For further information about NBC 2016, you may visit our website www.bis.org.in.
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HONEYWELL DIGITAL VIDEO MANAGER
HELPS IMPROVE OPERATOR EFFICIENCY AND MITIGATE BUSINESS RISK

Honeywell Digital Video Manager (DVM) releases the
power of the latest industry trends and innovations in
surveillance and integrated security to deliver broad
benefits to the business.
Honeywell DVM supports a multi-server environment
with enhanced protection against system hardware
failures.
Large system
support:
Honeywell
DVM is based
on a flexible,
expandable
system
architecture.
A single database server supports up to 4000 cameras
spread across a number of camera servers and solutions
can be further expanded by adding additional database
servers. Multiple systems in one or more locations can
be linked together in a federated architecture allowing
centralized system monitoring via DVM’s Distributed
Video Architecture.
Smart Surveillance Software Helps Boost Reliability
and Enhance Operator Efficiency with Mobile and
Voice Control.
DVM enables organizations to efficiently manage their
security system with enhanced mobile capabilities and
voice control, and mitigates business risk via support for
current IT platforms.
DVM delivers enhanced
system access and usability
and Honeywell’s focus on
user experience ensures
a simple and intuitive
user interface designed to
improve operator efficiency
and reaction time.
DVM provides an efficient
approach to incident
response and investigations with flexible, multi-camera
video export, helping to reduce operator workload and

ensuring more productive
use of valuable operator time.
Features such as the flexible
workspace, instant and
synchronized playback, motion
searching and integrated
analytics continue to empower
security operators to better
manage threats and reduce
response time.
Honeywell Digital Video
Manager is a component
of Honeywell’s Enterprise Buildings Integrator (EBI),
an award-winning building management system that
unifies all aspects of a security solution, including video
surveillance, access control and intrusion detection. EBI
also integrates comfort, life safety, energy and other core
facility controls providing users a single point of access to
the essential information and resources needed to monitor,
manage and protect a facility, campus or multi-site
operation. As a result, security operators have optimized
visibility and intelligence, and the ability to deploy their
staff and resources more efficiently and effectively.
Additional Key Honeywell Digital Video Manager
Features:
• Edge Recording and Video Backfill
• Operator Bookmarking
• Camera Tamper Detection
• Advanced Video Analytics
• Image Blocking
• Image Enhancement Features
• Voice Control for Camera Selection, Control and
Diagnostic Reporting
• User Interface Optimized for Touch Screen Monitors
• Reducing Storage Requirements
• Alarms and Reports
“DVM has been designed to offer quick, real- time
support to operators to improve efficiency and
mitigate business risk. It helps operators identify
and mitigate the impact of an issue for safety and
business continuity — no matter if they are in front
of a central workstation or on the opposite side of a
campus, connected with a smartphone.”
- Aseem Joshi, Regional General Manager, Honeywell Building Solutions, India.
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India has contributed a lot to the world which includes - Zero, invented
by Aryabhatta; first University at Takshshila in 700 BC; Sanskrit
language; Ayurveda developed by Charaka; Art of Navigation;
Calculation of the time taken by earth to orbit the sun (365.258756484
days) in 5th century by Bhaskaracharya; Value of “pi” first calculated
by Budhayana, who also explained the concept of what is known as
the Pythagorean Theorem; Surgery, invented by Sushruta 2,600 years
ago and so on and on...
But if someone asks me today what India has contributed in recent
times, my snap answer will be Jugaad, which has various meanings
depending on the situation. Roughly translated as a ‘hack’, it all
started with a quadricycle made of wooden planks and old jeep parts,
which was named Jugaad.

“If someone asks me
today what India
has contributed in
recent times, my
snap answer will be
Jugaad, which has
various meanings
depending on
the situation.
Jugaad today
is increasingly
accepted as a
management
technique and is
recognized all over
the world, as an
acceptable form of
frugal engineering”

Jugaad today is increasingly accepted as a management technique
and is recognized all over the world, as an acceptable form of frugal
engineering. It also applies to any kind of creative and out-of-thebox thinking, which maximizes resources. According to experts at
the University of Cambridge, jugaad is an “important way out of

the current economic crisis in developed economies and also holds
important lessons for emerging economies.”

Western world is considering it as ‘saga of success’ with six underlying
principles: Seek opportunity in adversity, Do more with less, Think
and act flexibly, Keep it simple, Include the margin and finally,
Follow your heart! But unfortunately, nobody bothers about these six
principles in India and instead, it has become a ‘shortcut to success’!
Now, jugaad mainly is associated with unfair means and tactics to ‘fix’
the work by ‘hook or crook’...
Let me cite example of jugaad in fire safety. The National Crime
Records Bureau (NCRB) data indicates that a total of 1,13,961 people
lost their lives due to Fire Accidents from 2010 to 2014 in India which
means, on an average, 62 deaths a day! As per NCRB, the number of
deaths due to Electric Short Circuit was about 7,743 or 7 percent of
all the deaths! In Mumbai, the financial capital of India, almost 75
percent of fire-related incidents occur, because of short circuit caused
by ‘loose wiring and defective electric circuits’!!!
This term called ‘loose wiring and defective electric circuit’ is nothing
but typical and unethical Jugaad! Although there are many rules and
regulations, codes and standards related to fire safety, unfortunately
all stakeholders, including end-users, keep a blind eye on it and Jugaad
goes on, uninterrupted and un-checked!!!
Now that NBC 2016 is released, let me quote Mr S K Dheri, Convener
- Panel for Fire Protection, CED 46: P2 - NBC 2016, “I am sure, this

release will be an important milestone, with an integrated approach of
various services and systems, aligned to meet the requirements of life
safety and fire prevention.”

So, let’s hope that with strict provisions of NBC, such Jugaad in electrical
safety stops and we have no unsafe built environment, anymore...

KAMAL KHOKHANI
Publisher – FSAI Journal
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